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HOW CAN SIMPLIFICATION ALTER 
BEHAVIOR? 
Loft Insulation: To encourage people to insulate the 

loft space in their houses (and reduce energy bills), the 

UK government provided attractive, cash saving tax 

incentives. Unfortunately very few people took them up 

on their offer. After a little more research the government 

came back with a different incentive. Instead of a tax 

rebate they offered a subsidized loft clearance service. 

They were inundated with applications. Why?

The task of clearing decades of junk from loft spaces to 

permit insulation was too difficult. Offering to do this for 

them changed their behavior because it made it EASIER  

to achieve.

Motor Cycle Thefts: When Germany made the wearing 

of helmets a legal requirement for motorcyclists, thefts of 

motor bikes fell. Why?

The government had (inadvertently) made non-helmet-

wearing riders easier to spot as potential motorcycle 

thieves. Thieves now had to walk around carrying a 

helmet, which increased difficulty and desire!

THE IMPORTANCE OF  
B = M.A.t.H.
In a previous edition of the Journal, we provided 

valuable guidance on changing GMP behaviors by 

applying our B = M.A.t.H. model:

 > To change Behavior you must provide the 

Motivation, the Ability (make it easy), the 

trigger event, and then make it a Habit

 >  If you’re not getting the desired behavior, 

one or more of these elements is missing

THE VITAL IMPORTANCE OF 
ABILITY (EASE)
Research confirms what the above examples 

illustrate. To change any behavior you must:

 >  Make the new, desirable behavior easier 

than the old one OR

 >  Make the old, undesirable behavior as 

difficult as possible
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SO, PLEASE REMEMBER…
 >  Most people will always take the path of least resistance. They will always do what is easiest

 >  The whole purpose of simplification is to reduce friction and make things easy to do

 >  All of our research suggests that you simply can’t change behavior without simplifying the workplace 

and it’s key processes first
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